
Herzberg HG-8040: Sensation Bamboo Cushion

Sensation Bamboo Cushion aids in back pain & sciatica relief. Premium high-density memory foam for
office chair, driving, and traveling. Ergonomically designed with U-shaped cutout for healthy posture.
Perfect support, 100% memory foam, nonslip bottom, machine washable.

Manufacturer: Herzberg Home & Living
Reference:HG-8040

Product Description and Specification
Sensation bamboo cushion is the most comfortable and supportive seat cushion on the market! It conforms to your body
shape to give you the ultimate support for your lumbar, lower back and hips. Ergonomically designed, provides support and
comfort while reducing pressure on the tailbone with the U shaped cut out and promote healthy posture. Support recovery
from lower back problems helps with the most sitting pain due to sciatica, herniated discs, tailbone injuries, pregnancy, hip
pain, and hemorrhoids. Out seat cushion is designed to help relieve pain while sitting. However, it may not work for all
conditions or completely eliminate all pain symptoms. Sensation all in one feature is unrivaled. nonslip rubber bottom, built-
in handle for easy transport and machine washable zippered velor cover for easy cleaning. made with premium quality 100%
memory foam. Provides comfort on most hard surfaces, office chair desk chair, kitchen, car seat, airplane, rocking chair and
wheelchair. Great for office use, truck drivers, frequent travelers, sporting events and pregnancy and recovering from trauma.
For optimal support recommended weight is up to 225 lbs.

 

 



 

Features:

Sensation Bamboo Cushion  Assists in back pain & Sciatica relief All in one premium high-density memory foam cushion
Great for office chair, driving and traveling Ergonomically designed U shaped cut out and promote a healthy posture Perfect
support for recovery  Made with premium quality 100% memory foam Nonslip rubber bottom Provides comfort on most
hard surfaces Built-in handle for easy transport Machine washable Designed to help relieve pain while sitting Exceptionally
suited for maternity, providing excellent lower back support & comfort. Durable, Portable & Easy-to-Clean Removable and
washable cover Relieve pressure on the tailbone Help relieve back pain Relief pain from sitting long hours Heat and foam
responsive

 

 

Specifications:

Brandname: Herzberg Color: Gray Pillow Material: Bamboo Foam Cover Material: Velvet Fabric Product Dimension: 45cm
x 30cm x 6.4cm Product Weight: 0.68kg

 

 



EAN : 0634158798283

ISBN : 94049090

Weight : 0.90 Kg

Volume : 0.01296 m3

(L x l x H) : 45.00 cm x 36.00 cm x 8.00 cm

Box 5  units

Pallet 120  (Units)

Box dimensions 47cm x 37cm x 38cm

User Manual
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Link to the product

/home/shop/www/msy/download.php
https://www.msy.be/herzberg-hg8040-sensation-bamboo-cushion-xml-372-4193.html

